This is the pattern for the T-shirt. The jumper and overalls are available as a seperate
pattern, and the snazzy orange underwear are a variation of the underwear pattern.

Mini Free Spirit T-Shirt

baw 12-29-2009

Materials
-Size 10 crochet cotton in Main Color (MC) and Contrasting Color (CC)
-Size 5 steel hook
-Four 1/4" buttons

Gauge: 8sc = 1 inch
Link = ch3, dc in third ch from the hook
BLO = Back Loop Only
Starting at the neck edge with Contrasting Color:
1: Work eight links, ch1, turn
2: Work five sc in each link across, ch1, turn. 40 sc. Change to MC at end of row 2
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3: In BLO, sc in each sc across, ch1, turn. 40 sc
4: (Sc in next two sc, two sc in next) across, sc in the last sc, ch1,turn. 53sc
5: Sc in each sc across, ch1, turn. 53sc
6: Sc in next eight sc, ch5, skip next 11 sc, sc in next 15 sc, ch5, skip next 11 sc, sc in last eight sc,
ch1, turn. 41 sts
7: Sc in each sc and ch across, ch1,turn. 41 sc
8-17: Sc in each sc across, ch1. 41 sc. At the end of row 17, turn work so you are crocheting up one
side of the back of the T-shirt. Sc in side of the first sc (ch2, skip next row, sc in next three rows) three
times, ch2, skip next row, sl st in next row, fasten off. Buttonhole loops made.

Sleeve, using MC:
1: Join with sc in first ch of underarm, sc in the side of the next sc, dc in each sc across the top of the
armhole opening, sc in side of the next sc, sc in the next ch of the underarm, ch1,turn. 15 sts,
2: Sc in each st across, sc in the next ch of underarm, ch1,turn. 16 sts
3: Repeat row 2, 17sts.
4: Repeat row 2, at the end join, ch1,turn. 18sts
5: Sc in each sc around, join, ch1, turn. 18 sts. For shor sleeve shirt you can change CC here and
work two more rows as row 5. Remember to turn after joining. For long sleeve shirt continue on.
6- 11: Sc in each sc around, join, ch1, turn. 18 sc. At the end of round 11, join CC, join, ch1, turn.
12-13: Sc in each sc around. Fasten off.

Neck edge, using CC:
With wrong side of T-shirt facing you, join CC with a sc in unused side of first neck link, work three sc
in same link; work four sc in each link across. Fasten off.
Sew four 1/4" buttons to back side of T-shirt opposite buttonhole loops.
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